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Number the pictures in the correct order  from 1 to 4 as they appear 
in the story.
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Match the countries to the pictures.2

a)

b)

c)

d)

 1. Alaska

 2. Mexico

 3. France

 4. Canada
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 1. plastic

 2. paper

 3. glass
 
 4. other rubbish

Match the rubbish to the correct recycling bin.3

a)

b)

c)

d)
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Tick (√) the sentences that are correct and cross (X) the sentences 
that are incorrect.

4

a) One day, Jake and Jilly decided to go to the beach. √

b) Jake and Jilly made sandcastles on the beach.

c) Jake and Jilly fished a lot of fish in the sea.

d) After their picnic, Jake and Jilly put their rubbish in the
recycling bins.

e) The next day, Jake and Jilly decided to go to the woods.

f) Jake and Jilly went swimming in the river.

g) Jake and Jilly had biscuits and juice for their picnic.

h) After their picnic, Jake and Jilly threw their rubbish into
the river.

i) Anak and Yanouk caught a lot of fish.

j) Anak and Yanouk wrote a letter to ask all the children in
the world to recycle their rubbish.

k) Jake and Jilly put all the rubbish on the beach in the
recycling bins.

l) Anak and Yanouk went fishing another day and caught a
lot of fish.
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Number the events in the story in the correct order.5

  rubbish x2 boat  sweets

  pop  woods biscuits

  fish   juice  happy

  river  letter plastic

a) Jake and Jilly ate        sweets     and drank          pop            on the first day at  
 the beach. 

b) Jake and Jilly threw their                                   into the sea.

c) Jake and Jilly went the next day to the    . 

d) Jake and Jilly played with their     on the river.

e) Jake and Jilly ate                           and drank                           by the 
 river. 

f) Jake and Jilly threw their rubbish  into the                          .

g) Anak and Yanouk fished a lot of                         . 

h) Anak and Yanouk wrote a                           to ask all the children in the world  
 to recycle their rubbish. 

i) Jake and Jilly picked up all the                           on the beach and put
 it into the recycling bins.

j) Anak and Yanouk were                       because they fished a lot of fish.          
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Complete the letter with the words from the box.6

 Anak Yanouk rubbish

         pick up bins  animals

 children    you

 
 Dear 1)    ,

 Your 2)    is killing the 

 3)    in the sea.

 Please 4)    your rubbish.

 Put it in the recycling 5)     .

 Thank 6)     !

 7)     and 8)    
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 Draw a picture of a clean beach without any rubbish. 7

My beach
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